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“Let me take you on more of a personal story. When I was in 12th grade, President Sadat surprised 
us with what we know now as the Yom Kippur war. It was a war that changed Israel forever and 
left all of us traumatized until this day. A few years later, president Sadat surprised us again when he 
came to Jerusalem. I watched his arrival with the mother of my boyfriend at the time, who lost his 
older brother in Sinai during the Attrition War a few years earlier. Watching her go from a sense of 
total loss to total hope when Sadat first showed up on screen was a very significant moment for me. 
It was a very unreal and real moment at the same time. No one in Israel was left untouched by his 
arrival. What Sadat did was the result of one very impressive leader who took a stand and had a very 
big influence on everyone in Israel one way or another. As a result of that visit, my generation and 
the generations that followed were saved, at least, on the Egyptian front. Here we are now, 
celebrating 40 years of a peaceful border.  
 
Four years ago, I built the Leon Charney Resolution Center in ‘Hakfar Hayarok (The Green 
Village)’ in Leon’s honor. I integrated the school located in the village, the international IB school 
known as EMIS into the Center. We run peace talks simulations that follow the Camp David 
formula. We built a space where young people from the region and the rest of the world can come 
together to listen to each other, be heard, discuss, negotiate, and try to get to some understanding as 
to what it takes to reach mutually beneficial solutions and agreements between two opposing sides. 
 
This year we started our center’s ambassadors program. (put the link to the page here) Our 
ambassadors are former EMIS graduates who are spreading our mission of resolution, choice, 
change, and peace wherever they are in order to help make the world a better place. 
We have here with us a first year EMIS graduate, Ophir Hanan from Israel who just finished her 
military service and is working with us as the head of the ambassadors program in New York. Our 
first ambassador was running TED youth talks in Turkey before their election and we have another 
ambassador currently in the Leon Charney Diplomacy program at FAU. She is from Vietnam and 
tomorrow I am going to Florida to hear her speak about her experience as our ambassador and work 
with her on a project she is going to do with other young people in Vietnam. We are in the process of 
establishing an ambassadorship with a graduate from Poland. He is working with us on bringing 
young polish kids to volunteer in Israel. We have an ambassador in Abu Dabi as well. We are also 
going to have an American EMIS graduate serving in our Leon Charney forum on new diplomacy at 
Haifa university and all of this is only part of what we have planned for the future.  
 
Our mission is to support our ambassadors, strengthen their notion of responsibility as grown 
citizens, and give them the necessary tools to use their abilities as future decision makers, either as 
voters or leaders. My wish is to create a platform for them to shine, hoping to grow them as 
individuals with a powerful vision and great sense of courage like President Sadat , the level of 
commitment and courage of President Carter and the willingness and courage of Prime 
Minister Begin. 
 
We have long way ahead of us in terms of truly reaching peace on a local and global scale, but I 
believe that President Sadat is still illuminating the road ahead with his legacy, inspiring us all to do 
better for our world. 
 
I thank you all for recognizing his greatness by honoring him with this medal. Thank You” 

 


